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Women seek adequate role in the Bar

Foltz v. Hastings, 100 years later
By Theresa Daly
Looking around the classrooms at
Hastings, one sees a relatively high
percentage of women students. It
would seem that the struggle to allow
women adequate representation in the
legal profession is long over. However,
a review of Hastings' history and the
current admissions pro'cess leaves one
less assured about the school's concern
with training women lawyers.
Enrollment Statistics
Clara Foltz's victory against
Hastings in 1879, which resulted in her
admission to the school, was a great

Analysis and
Commentary
historical precedent for women in the
legal profession. However, it took
nearly ninety years for women students
to be regularly admitted to the schoo!'
In 1969, 8% of students attending the
top 54 law schools nationally were
women. At Hastings that year, women
constituted 10% of the students.
Informal quota systems were com·
mon among law schools nationally at
that time to keep the number of women students low. A Harvard alumna
reported in the Harvard Law Record
in 1969 that in her first year of law
school the Dean explained to her class
that:
" ... Harvard Law had then reached
enrollment for women of 5 % for
each class; that Harvard would
probably not go above the 5% level
since that was Yale Law School's
percentage; and that, after all,

Mono Lake
forum set
Two speakers will discuss the Mono
Lake Controversy at a Hastings ap'
pearance Thursday, Sept. 20 at 12:30
p.m.
Ted Beedy of the Mono Lake COmmittee and Palmer Madden of San
Francisco's Morrison and Foerster law
firm, counsel for the committee, will
speak at a forum sponsored by the
Hastings Environmental Law Society
in Room B.
Beedy will show slides and discuss
the biological and ecological sides of
the Mono Lake controversy; Madden
will discuss the legal battles. Both
speakers will be available to answer
questions.
Mono Lake, a fertile wildlife habitat
on the the east side of the Sierra, has
been seriously depleted by the Los
Angeles Department of Water and
Power, which diverts enough water
from Mono's feeder streams to supply
18 percent of L.A.'s water and 1 percent of its electricity in the form of
hydroelectric power.
Location of the meeting will be announced on bulletin boards and on
classroom blackboards.

there could never be a great influx
of women into the school . .. because the policy was never to give
any man's place to a woman ."
In the early 1970's, women students
active in the Hastings' Women Students' Union agitated to increase the
admissions of women . They wrote a
proposal which was presented to the
faculty in 1971 demanding that :
(1) the numbers of women admitted in
the next incoming class be increased to
50%, (2) an affirmative action program be instituted to achieve this end,
(3) free child care facilities be provided, and (4) all women's applica tions be read by at least one woman
reader. The faculty rejected most of
the proposal but afterwards, the numbers of women accepted began slowly
to increase. Women students currently
comprise 40% of the total student
body.
While the number is something to
be proud of, it is rather surprising that
it isn't closer to 50% after the ten years
since 1969, to reflect the percentage of
women in the population (51 %) and
the numbers receiving bachelor's degrees (47%). There are plenty of
qualified women. Why then doesn't
the number of women admitted to
Hastings reflect this?
How the Process Works
An overview of how the admissions
process works for regular admissions
students shows how discriminatory
biases against women can go unchallenged at Hastings. The Associate
Dean of Student Affairs adminis·
tratively reviews and automatically accepts applicants with a certain
combination of quantitative scores
(LSAT, GPA , and the Educational
Testing Service's Predicted First Year
Average). Applicants scoring under a
certain quantitative score are automatically denied admission .
Applications falling between the
two cut-off points are read by one faculty and one student reader. The faculty has an actual vote in who will be
admitted, the student reader effectively has an adVISOry vote . For example , if
the faculty votes to admit an applicant, and the student votes to reject

the applicant, the administrative re sult will be that the application will be
sent to another faculty person for final
review and a decision. In any case
where there is a difference of opinion
between the faculty and student read er about an applicant , the faculty 's
decision prevails . Thus , faculty
readers and the Associate Dean for
Student Affairs make all actual de cisions as to who will be admitted .

The lack of an effective vote for stu ·
dent readers in the admissions process
should be of serious concern. not only
for women , but to all Hastings students . It is particularly important for
women , because most of the women
involved In the review process will be
students , due to the small numbers of
women faculty at Hastings . In the
1978 - 79 admissions cycle, women fac (contmued on back page)

ASH votes to control
Law News funding
By Don Hamman
ASSOCIated Students of Hastings
(ASH) Council has concentrated primarily on budgetary matters dunng
this start-of-the-year organizational
period .
Showing that this year's council
plans to be active, it allocated $610 to
campus organizations and managed to
persuade the Hastings Board of Directors that ASH Council, rather than the
board, should determine to what extent the Law News will be funded.
Historically, the Board of Directors
has allocated $6 of each student's fees
to ASH with $5 of that earmarked for
the Law News.
Hours before the board was to meet ,
ASH Council voted to request that no
money be allocated for the Law News
by the boards. Upon Dean Peterson's
recommendation after consulting with
ASH president Darryel Nacua, the
board allocated $6 of each student's
fees to ASH , leaving the operating
budget of the Law News to be deter mined by the student government.
ASH Council has also been doling
out some money . The Hastings Child
Care Center was the recipient of $300
to purchase a weekend trip and a
clothing store gift certificate which
will be awarded to winners at the
Child Care Center's Halloween fund raiSing lottery. La Raza was given
$310 to finance the celebration of

Mexican Independence Day which was
held on the patio two days last week .
In other action, ASH Council
agreed to donate books which had
escheated from the ASH Book Exchange to the Legal Education Opportunity Program (LEOP) tutorial programs .
The ASH preSident this year is
ｄ｡ｲｾＱ＠
Nacua He will be ｡ ｾ ｳｩｴ ｃＧ ､＠ by
Vice President Don Clay and Trea surer Frank Chmelik. The third -year
class representatives to ASH Council
are Mark Gillison, Mike Gillett, Mimi
Lavin , Jon Lew , Brock Phillips, Steve
Roycraft , Madeleine Stephens , Bill
Vela, Jim Wagstaffe and Valet a
Wilde .
The second -yea r cl ass represen tatives are Michael Baquera, Carol
Barrett , Al Bromberger, Kent Khitik·
ian, Susan Lehr, Larry Levine , Eric
Liberman , Susan Swift and Arthur
Wilson With one position to be deter ·
mined in a special run·off election bet ·
ween Walter Harper and Tom Volk·
mann, the results of which are not
available at press time .
The first·year representatives are
Roni Crichton, Dana Drenkowski, Ms.
Bottomley, M. Blakely, Carol John son, Petra De Jesus , Inez Vargas, John
Yung , Irene Repoza and John
Hayden.
Elected to thlrd ·year council were
Lisa Hart , Reatha Brooks-Fuller and
Roger Dreyer

NewLEOP, LW&R chief

Ocampo decided to
'explore other avenues'
Ray Ocampo "wanted to explore
other avenues." So , after three years of
successful anti-trust practice with a
California Street law firm, the 26year-old 1976 Boalt graduate re-entered the academic world with his appointment last summer as director of
the Legal Education Opportunity and
Legal Writing and Research Programs.
"I took a big cut in pay. But I wanted to look at the academic side of
things. This was a perfect opportunity
for it."
Ocampo had been an instructor in
the Legal Writing and Research Pro-

gram for two years.
As director, he oversees LEOP
teaching assistants and works with ad junct faculty in the Legal Writing and
Research Program . He says he's heard
"positive things" from the faculty and
administration regarding their continued support for LEOP. He feels he
is up to the task of administering what
may, in this age of state funding cutbacks, become a controversial program .
"There's nothing more difficult
than being a trial lawyer and being re o
sponsible for doing things in court," he
sa ys of his past experience ... Beca use of
(continued on back page)

Ray Ocampo

Who got admitted, who didn't, who they are
The following data are excerpted
from Associate Dean Peterson's Aug·
ust, 1979 report to the Board of Direc·
tors.
The CoJlege received 4020 applica·
tions for admission to the class enter·
ing in FaJl, 1979. Table 1 compares
the number of applications received
during the last five years.
TABLE I
NUMBER OF APPLICATIONS
Number
Year
4020
1978 79
4255
1977 178
4202
1976 77
4756
1975 76
5279
1974 75

The Entering Class
Due to the size of the returning
classes and the desire to hold enroJl·
ment at 1500, 467 first·year students
were enrolled for 1979 80 (374
general, 93 LEOP).

The class includes 198 female
students (42.3%): 155 were admitted
in general admissions; 43 were admit·
ted via LEOP.
The class includes 91 non·residents
(19.5%): 77 were admitted in general;
14 were admitted via LEOP.
Total minority enrollment is 115
(24.6%): 15 minority students applied
under general admissions and were ad·
mitted through general; 24 minority
students applied under LEOP and
were admitted through general admis·
sions; 76 minority students applied
and were admitted through LEOP.
Table 2 displays the ethnic back·
grounds of the 115 minority students.

Asian
Black

11
2

Dear Mac: Is is true that only 15% of
second-year Hastings students get
jobs through the placement office?
-NUMBERS GAME
Dear Numbers: This has been true in
the past, but this year the placement
office's new interview scheduling sys·
tern wiJl double the figure. Due to the
new system, the placement office alone
will be hiring 15% of the second· year
class to clean computer card dots off
the floor.

Dear Mac: Summer has finally arrived in San Francisco; the fog is clearing up and I would like to go nude
sunbathing. Can this later be held
against me as evidence of low moral
character if brought LO the attention
of the State Committee of Bar Examiners?
-HOT STUFF
Dear Hot: While nude sunbathing is
legal at designated public places with·
in the state, discreet individuals con·
cerned with professional standing pre·
fer membership in the Club Mela·
noma. Beautiful beaches, bronzed
bodies and free skin grafts are among
the many features that members en·
joy. In addition, members may join
the Club's political group - Singles
for Saving the Ozone . Layer. After
joining the Club, you will probably
meet many new "faces," etc., among
which not the least tan will be the
State Committee of Bar Examiners.
Page Two
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3.0
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TABLE 5
GRADE POINT AVERAGES, 197B
General %
LEOP
1978
1978
1979
46.2
8.6
40.9
41 6
36.6
46.8
9.8
10.3
45.1
19
9.7
ｾ＠

Total

11
3
9

24
29
21
2

46
34
31
4

76

115

I
-------

15

Dear Worm: Enroll immediately in
the International School of Eye Con·
tact. The school offers an extremely
varied curriculum ranging from be·
ginner to advanced classes and in·
cluding Blinking I, Blinking II, and
Hypnotic Gaze. You will learn the Ian·
guage of the ophthamological com·
mand, and how to see through people.
The beginner conducts gaze strength
ening exercises using an innovative
mirror system developed by NASA for
its space laser program. Upon comple·
tion of the course, even you will be
a ble to project the optical illusion of
competence during an interview. As
they say at the school, "With down·
town law firms, there's not more to
contact than meets the eye."

35
30
2.5
2.0

100 .0

100.0

100 .0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

AND 1979
1979
323
462
20.5
1.0

Total %
1978
1979
36.1
3B.9
44.4
43.2
16.1
14.3
3.6
3.4

100.0

100.0

%

100.0

Gen'l LEOP LEOP
Gc:n'l LEOP Total
ｇｾｮＧ
ｬ＠

Nat. Am

Dear Mac: I am a third-year student
having trouble finding a job for next
year. I have high grades and I'm
really bright but I don't come across
as a forceful personality during
interviews. What can I do?
-BOOKWORM

Total

TABLE 2
MINORITY ENROLLMENT

La Raza

Ask Mac

700

600
500
400
300

TABLE.
LSAT SCORES OF ENTERING CLASSES, 1978 AND 1979
General %
LEOP %
Total %
1978
1979
1978
1979
1978
1979
0.0
1.0
10.2
15.1
12.3
IB .B
BOO
54.B
56.1
3.2
694
3.2
66.1
699
33,4
32.3
21.1
16.3
IB .6
11 .8
599
10 .9
lOA
51.6
47.3
0.0
3.0
499
10.B
17 .2
30
2.1
0.0
0.0
399

24

Admissions Procedures For General And LEOP Processes
General Admissions
Faculty
Recommenda tion

Student
Recommendation

Resulting
Action

Admit
Admit
Admit
Reject
Reject
Hold
Hold
Hold
Reject

Admit
Hold
Reject
Admit
Hold
Reject
Admit
Hold
Reject

Admission
Admission
faculty review
I - faculty review
Rejection
Summer waiting list
Summer waiting list
Summer waiting list
Rejection

An additional 23 disadvantaged
non·minority students were admitted
to the CoJlege: 6 through general ad·
mission and 17 under LEOP.
Approximately two· thirds of the
entering class is age 25 or younger.
Table 3 displays the ages of the total
class, those admitted under general
admission, and those admitted
through LEOP.
TABLE 3
AGES OF ENTERING
General
25 and younger
62.2%
26 to 29
22.1%
30 and older
15.7%

LEOP Admissions

STUDENTS
LEOP Total
68.8% 63.5%
15.1% 20.7%
16.1% 15.8%

Admit
Admit
Admit
Reject
Reject
Hold
Hold
Hold
Reject

Table 4 compares the LSA T scores
of the classes entering in 1978 and
1979. Table 5 compares the grade·
point averages of the last two entering
classes.

Admit
Hold
Reject
Admit
Hold
Reject
Admit
Hold
Reject

Admission
Admission
3- person review
3- person review
3-person review
3-person review
3 - person review
Summer waiting list
Rejection

Commentary

Myth of the inferior LEOP student
By Dan Koller
Recently, I attended a meeting for
first·year students from Hawaii. The
two spokespersons for this fledgling or·
ganization outlined the purpose and
functions of the group . Their aims, as
I understood them, were to make new·
comers from the far away "country of
Hawaii" comfortable, get them ac·
quainted with "their own kind," and
help those who had some difficulties
with their studies . I felt very positive
about their concerns and their func·
tions. An underlying Hastings prob·
lem surfaced when the spokesperson
addressed his thoughts to the Legal
Education Opportunity Program
(LEOP) students within their group.
Why do some students feel a need to
let the LEOP students know that
"since they were admitted under
slightly different criteria" they may
need academic help? Talking down to
LEOP students does not provide any·
thing but the satisfaction that an in·
secure and anxious person may need.
Most students, regardless of their
academic standing, are insecure about
their abilities to handle the course
work. Many are uncertain that their
efforts will be satisfactory. Some of
these students need scapegoats on
whom to vent their frustrations, some·
one they are "sure" knows less and is
"less capable" than they. This is not an
uncommon or unknown trait. Nor is
this projection of inferiority on LEOP
students restricted to the haJlowed
haJls of Hastings. It permeates most
professional schools with similar pro·
grams .
I feel that Hastings students and
faculty should be proud of the accom·
plishments in their tutorial programs.
The Hastings faculty and administra·

tion have responded to the needs of
students to help assure their success in
the study of law. The only thing reo
quired of students other than a modi·
cum of inteJligence is determination.
LEOP students come from diverse
backgrounds. They represent a socio·
economic sector of our population that
has long been denied an opportunity
to achieve professional goals. These
students surmounted almost impossi.
ble barriers to gain admission into
their coJleges. The criteria for LEOP
students, like those for aJl other ap'
plicants, are based on academic
achievement and prospective abilities.
LEOP students who enter Hastings
and other professional schools are not
selected because of inferior grades and
lack of abilities.
If academic help is needed, the fac·
ulty and program coordinators are
there . Based on my experience at three
U.C. campuses, few other institutions
have such weJl·deveioped tutorials for
those who feel the need for extra help .
These tutorial sections are not exchi·
sive clubs, although they are titled
. "LEOP tutorials." They are open to aJl
who feel the need for help.
Letting others know that you are
willing to help is a respected, altruistic
act; but persistently singling out a par·
ticular group of people results in un·
necessary affronts to personal dignity.
Humiliation, frustration, and em·
barrassment - LEOP students surely
feel these when they are constantly but
erroneously reminded that they were
unacceptable as students at Hastings
- or, for that matter, as a member of
the Bar - but for their race, color or
ethnic background. Persistent,
subliminal, and sometimes more di·
rect attacks upon one's capabilities can

Hastings Law News

result in lasting psychological damage
in the form of inferiority complexes
and defensive hostilities.
Surely there must be a way to imple·
ment equality and demonstrate care
without affronting personal dignity. If
schools constantly reinforce the false
concept of LEOP students' inferiority,
how can we expect employers to be·
lieve otherwise? I do not pretend to
have the answers, but if we recognize
the problem, maybe we're halfway
there.
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The low down on the Richelieu Theater
By Andy Niemyer
The only thing that the office had
going for it was the price. And at this
point, the "private investigations"
business was just so-so. In fact , busi ness resembled the kind of operation
the bootleggers had going for themselves - a week after the repeal of prohibition .
I left the place, like my own life, on
hold, and hit the pavement. I'd had a
tip the week before from One-Eye
Eddie about a joint at Geary and Van
Ness, next to Zim's. The joint had the

Joni Mitchell dumps
some irony on America
by g. jarrett
According to my Webster's International, irony is "a sort of humor, ridicule, or light sarcasm which adopts a
mode of speech the intended implication of which is the opposite of the literal sense of the words." They might
have gone on to say that though this
rhetorical form is a popular weapon
among policitians and other jawboners, it is not a very common mode
of expression among songwriters.
Except for Joni Mitchell, who has been
dumping heavy loads of ｉｹｲｩｾ｡ｬ＠
irony
on America's doorstep for longer than
I can remember and lurking just
around the comer waiting to be misunderstood - again.
"Misunderstood" refers to the big
trouble with irony, metaphor and the
like; whether you deal in the light or
heavy variety, and however you bal ance yourself along the razor edge of
your intention, a whole lot of simpleminded people are going to miss the
point and take you literally . And others, even more simple-minded, will get
your point - but fervently wish you
hadn't made it.
"Again" refers to Mitchell's countless albums released over the decade
which have been widely - perhaps inevitably - misunderstood since there
is more than a suggestion of unresolved ambiguity in Mitchell's own atti tude towards her subject matter and a
multitude of language that is not what
one would exactly call ... urn ...
lyrical.
Fortunately, the acoustics at the San
Francisco Civic Auditorium last week end were such that Mitchell's lyrics
could not be heard with any clarity so
as to be misunderstood, as it were. We
have then the true beauty of a Joni
Mitchell concert : the sound of her
voice and the outstanding accompani ment of Pat Metheny on acoustical
guitar, Lyle Mays on keyboards, and
Jaco Pastorious on bass.
I must confess at the outset that I'd
given up listening to Jom Mitchell
some five years ago when I determined
that two of her albums in anyone's collection was more redundant banality
than any rational ear could tolerate.
Her songs seemed to run the gamut
from light irony (one's own foibles), to
medium irony (other people's foibles) ,
to heavy irony (society's foibles).
Through it all thread several other
themes - the Failure of the American
Dream (whatever that was supposed to
be), unrequited love (in its mythmaking aspect) , and the usual Mitchellisms, bits and pieces of Americana
(mostly cliches borrowed from old
grade-B movies). But then. . maybe I
just misunderstood her music.
I must further confess that my
primary intention in attending this recent concert was to catch a glimpse of
the Metheny, Mays, Pastorious combo
which has been playing together in
jazz circles only occasionally over the
past few years. The fact that Joni Mitchell might tag along was merely incidental. Given her folk-ballad and
blues orientation, I was rather
September 1979

wondering who invited her to a jazz
concert.
But from the moment she stepped
into the lights on Friday evening until
the last note was struck on Saturday
night, Joni Mitchell stole the show.
Cool and classy, Mitchell proved to be
an elegant, controlled performer with
a fine sense of dynamics and a gift for
unexpected, playful phrasing of phonetic sounds.
The fact that the auditorium's poor
acoustical arrangement prevented any
lyrical clarity was of little consequence. For it is the voice of Joni Mitchell, not the words she speaks, that
seems to add breadth and depth to the
musical experience. What she has is a
splendid instrument of communication , a voice that emanates exceptional clarity, precise intonation, and a
broad vocal range.
Her singing is so spirited, so engaging that it has a tendency to draw attention away from her instrumental
competencies which are just as outstanding but subtler. Her melodies are
habit -forming on first hearing, and
her arrangements have a lapidary
quality - perfect setting, perfect fit
- that permanently pre-empt the listener's affections.
Certainly a good portion of the
show's success was attributable to the
five -piece band which backed Mitchell
with commendable restraint and intelligence. ｾ･ｲｨ｡ｰｳ＠
too much restraint.
Even when joined by jazz bassist Jaco
Pastorious, they were content to simmer in the background and let the
focus rest on Mitchell's vocal pyrotechnics. Although the collective talent of
these well-known artists added a vital
blend of diversity, in the end it was
Mitchell who managed to mesmerize a
sold-out audience with freshness and
originality.

moniker of the Richelieu Theatre.
Sounded a little high class for what
Eddie said he'd had a gaze at. Talked
about hoods, guys who think they're
"King of the Underworld." But he'd
said he'd seen dancers there, too. And
regular folk, too. It sounded a little
gamey to me. A bit like Fish-Face
Holloway's roadhouse down on the
peninsula. I decided to check it out,
looking for action.
The front of the place looked JUSt
like that. A front. They should know
about trying to fool a dick like me into
believing that these were some of the
best (and sometimes worst) films of the
'30s, '40s, and '50s. They even put up
movie posters in the front. Advertising
old 16mm prints. Guys like Cagney,
Bogey, Dick Powell , Edward G. Robinson. Dames like Ruby Keeler, Olivia
De Havilland , Kate Hepburn. I went
down inside, looking for the bouncer,
especially any with distinct lists to the
left from poorly concealed gats. The
place was too good to be true. Just two
of them, trying to look innocent. Like
they really did sell tickets and popcorn.
I took a look at the dame selling
tickets. Sloe-eyed, short hair, dressed
all in black. No shoulder holster,
though. This lady had class. Her assis tant gave me the onceover. A medium
height guy . Looked like a student. He
didn't have any heat, either. I couldn't
figure it out. These bozos looked legit.
"What can I do for yo, Shamus?"
Sloe-Eyes spoke.
"How'd you know I'm a private
kind, Sweetheart?" I asked.
"Written all over your face."
I checked the mirror in the lobby.
She was right. Right there, in inchhigh letters on my forehead, in Magic
Marker: "SHAMUS" . I gotta start
locking the office when I take a doze. I
wiped it off and went back to jaw with
the two of them .
As I went to the "ticket machine" I
noticed people corning in, paying
money, then going inside through a
double door. Probably the gaming tables . I asked the guy what the deal
was. Three bucks got me a ticket.
If I'd had another two I'd have been
able to afford the "good" deal. For
three dollars a year you get a membership card good for $1.00 off on all
admissions, for the year. That's right,
flicks for two samoleons. I knew it was
a racket.
Next thing you know he'd be telling
me that there were double features. I
was wrong. The dolly told me. She
even showed me a poster, with the
movies they had coming up: "The
Blue Angel," "Bringing Up Baby,"
Gentlemen Prefer' Blonds," "Hello,
Frisco, Hello," and "Little Giant."
That did it, I grabbed some popcorn

and went inside. I was floored .

they had the place done up
I likeInside
a real movie theater. Even had a
silver screen. I waited, knowing that
they had to go on with it. Too many in
here to break up the party. It went on
all right. Three gangster films , one
each Humphrey Bogart , Edward G.
Robinson, and James Cagney.
It was legit , all right. Five blocks
from Hyde and McAllister, gangsters
got the hard end of the criminal justice
system. Or Carmen Miranda dancing.
Or Bette Davis emoting. You name it.
these guys have it. With the three buck
card it'll get you triple headers during
some runs . Like I said, the card'll get
you double headers as a matter of
course; it's their standard fare.
As I walked out, I stopped one more
time to talk to the two behind the
counter. The kid told me the cards
were good at the Gateway theater, too.
The Gateway, eh? I knew I was onto
the case now. But this time I took precautions. I went back to the office and
called Thumper O'Reilly down at Police Headquarters. Thumper and I
went back a while. He was working out
of stolen doorknobs these days. He set
me straight.
"Oh yeah, I know the Gateway/
Richelieu MO," the phone squawked
at me.
"Well, fill me in, Thumper, " I said.
"It's like this, see. The Gateway fea ·
tures the best 35mm prints of films
they can find; they have all kinds of
films, too . Musicals, drama, comedies
- even "Dawn Patrol" is coming up.
Why they've got recent films like
'China Syndrome', 'Deer Hunter', and
'Clockwork Orange' all lined up between now and October 30. They're
legit all right. They're a good deal.
Maybe you should go see the private
eye flicks; you'll learn something."
I told Thumper what he could do
with his suggestion for my professional
improvement and hung up. So much
for hot tips. For a change, this one
paid off. Even if it is only up there on
the silver screen. I picked up the Daily
Racing Form, and drank a shot of Old
Overalls. Being a private dick ain't
easy.
nothing but the facu, ma'am:
Richelieu Theater, 1075 Geary.
771 -5200 . Films changed every 3 - 4
days. Weekend matinees. Popcorn
commercial, fresh butter. Soft drinks,
the usual. SealS 175.
Gateway Theater, 215 Jackson (at
Battery) . 421 -3353. Films changed
every 3 - 4 days . Weekend matinees .
Popcorn/concession rating unavailable. Seats 400.
Admissions for both : $3.00 regular,
$2.00 with discount card. Cards:
$3.00/ year.

Answering Service_____________
Dear A.S.:
I have heard there is "free money"
at the financial aid office. I can't believe this is true but don't want to miss
out on my golden opportunity. What
is the scoop?
D.H.

terest beginning nine months after
withdrawal or graduation so the
money is "free" until that time.
Financial need is not a critical fac tor in the award of the loans . For applications and more complete information, visit the financial aid office on
the second floor at 25 Taylor.

and the remainder via LEOP. In addition, 23 disadvantaged non-minority
students were admitted, 17 through
LEOP and six under general admis sions . Incidentally, 20 .7 percent of the
first -year class is in the 26 - 29 ·year-old
bracket and 15.8 percent is 30 or over.
The statistics are from the annual
report of the Office of the Associate
Dean to the Hastings Board of Directors.

According to Alan Da Cunzo of the
financial office, the Middle Income
Dear A.S.:
Assistance Act of 1978 greatly increasWhat were the percentages of womed the federal and state-guaranteed
en and minorities admitted to
student loans so that essentially, "anyDear A.S.:
Hastings this year?
one who wants the loan can get it." Up
I've heard people talking about
J.H.
to $5,000 per year is available for each
their class rank and must admit that
student with a maximum aggregate of
I'm curious. Where can I get this in·
$15,000.
This year 467 first-year students
formation?
The money comes from private
were enrolled , including 198 female
B.C.
lending institutions which establish
students (42.3 percent) and 115 mi - ,
nority students (24.6 percent), both
guidelines and maximum loans of
Class rankings are available in the
their own and have limited amounts
Hastings records. Of the women, 155
admlSSions and records office and will
set aside for student loans, so the earwere admitted through general admisbe divulged only upon presentation of
lier applications for loans have a better
sions and 43 through the Legal Educayour student identification card.
chance of being accepted .
tion Opportunity Program (LEOP) .
The loans must be paid back, of
Of the 115 minority students, 39 were
admitted through general admissions
course, at approximately 7 percent inｐ｡ｧ･ｔｨｲｾ＠
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New dean sQeaks out

'Everything we do is
in the public interest'
In an unprecedented reorganization
oj the admInistration last summer. the
Hastings Board oj Governors elevated
Dean Mann'n Anderson to Chancellor Dean and provided Jor a new ad mInistrator to Jocus on academic aJ
JalTs. That admInistrator IS 55-year
old Bert Prunty. Jormerly dean oj the
University oj MaIne School oj Law.
Prunty. married and Jather oj
three. attended Drake. Yale and NYU
law schools and obtal'n ed hIs law de gree Jrom Drake. Class oj 1950. He
taught at numerous law schools and in
addition to his administrative duties at
Hastings. teaches a course in corpora tions.
As the Jourth person in as many years
to hold responsibility Jor academic afJairs. Prunty steps into an administrative realm not noted Jor continuity. In
this Jirst installment. Law News Edit ors Larry Bobiles and Don Hamman
question Prunty on the public interest
program and admissions - two matters
• oj on-going interest here - and about
hIS role in the new administrative set-up:
Law News: Why was it necessary to
reorganize the administration?
Prunty: I think the essential reason
for the reorganization. or whatever it
is styled, was too much work for one
person. Unlike the conventional law
school, this one, although it is part of
UC, is not "on campus" and has to
provide all its own services. Running
both the administrative and academic
arm of a law school like this one was
too much for one person. Too much
workl
Law News: How is your role different
from Vice Dean Crawford's role of a
year ago?
Prunty: The difference between what
was in place a year ago and what is in
place now is that Vice Dean
Crawford's title has been replaced
with. simply, Dean, and the Board of
Directors has provided that the person
occupying the position of academic
dean will handle those matters which
include questions of educational policy, p1anning, faculty recruitment, admission of students, determination of a
student's status, and requirements for
the degree.
Law News: What is Chancellor Anderson's role in all of this?
Prunty: Basically, Chancellor Anderson will work with budgetary matters, legislative relationships, relations
with the UC, the governor's office, the
alumni, plus all the business affairs of
the college. But he and I will work
closely on most matters affecting the
college.
Law News: Going on to other matters,
it appears to some parties at this school
that Hastings, in offering a greater
number of courses in the so-called
business category than any other category of the law, has no interest in providing course material bene:'tting traditionally-underserved communities.
How would you respond to this?
Prunty: I'd say it's incorrect. There
are several assumptions involved. The
first assumption is that there is a more
business-oriented curriculum. I don't
know that that's the case. I don't consider criminal law, constitutional law,
international law, comparative law,
law of jurisprudence, legal history,
etcetera, to be business-oriented courses.
Secondly, I don't make the assumption that business courses are not in
the public interest. I think exactly the
contrary _ Is that straight-forward
enough?
Law News: What is the status of the
three classes that were offered last
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spring that were supposedly public inspring in the supposedly public inter
est category?
Prunty: One is scheduled for the fall
and is entitled, "Representing the Un
derrepresented." That has been staffed and is being taught. Two are scheduled for the spring: landlordltenant
law and negotiation / settlement. The
former has been staffed, the latter has
not been but will be. All three courses
will be taught on schedule this year by
qualified people.
Law News: How can you claim that
the college is genuinely interested in
providing this kind of course material
when the courses you've mentioned
were not offered until very late in
registration and the person asked to
teach "Representing the Underrepresented" was given all of twenty-four
hours notice?
Prunty: The approval of those courses
in terms of timing is something I cannot speak about on anything other
than second-hand authority. The
meeting last spring at which the public
interest law concept was debated in
some degree determined when those
courses would be offered at registration. But it seems to me no mark of
bad faith to try to put in place, even
though the hour is late, a program of
academically-sound instruction.
As to the staffing of those courses, I
think there was some modest breakdown and I have to assume responsibility for that. I arrived here late in
summer, I wasn't aware of this and I
wasn't aware of the need for staffing
that fall course. I should have been
aware of it. The fact that I wasn't is
my responsibility and no one else's.
Certainly there was no bad faith. It
was just the shift of people that caused
this to be a late decision.
Rather than cancel the course,
which is the easiest thing to do, we
made every effort to staff it. I was able
to find no one who had superior qualifications to Mr. Teets who could corne
in and make the commitment he made
on such short notice. I commend him
for that. His notice that he was to
teach the class was about as long as
mine was that somebody had to teach
it.

"Everything we do if in
the public interest or we
shouldn't be doing it. "

Hastings. It seems to me that there is
an obligation to the community in
which it sits and our community is, of
course, definable in any way you define it. But I think the obligation is
clear. I don't expect Cunningham's
committee to be in any way myopic or
narrow in defining its mandate, What
that means ultimately in terms of faculty action I can't speculate.
Law News: But would you say that it
is still within the realm of possibility
that Hastings might in the near future
have its own public interest program?
Prunty: I think that it is a fact that
Hastings does have a public interest
program, and so does every law school
in the country, Hastings more than
most. I find it difficult to isolate a
course that we offer as being outside
the public interest - and I'm not
quibbling about semantics. It seems to
me that the course most central to
public interest is probably the generation of revenue. We call it taxation. If
we don't have taxation, we don't have
any of the other easily recognizable
public interest stimuli. In other words,
there has to be recruitment of money
for the expenditure of money. ｾｯＬ＠
in a
broad sense, everything we do is in the
public interest or we shouldn't be doing it. Certainly all the traditional
courses that I know about are, so I go
back to the definition of public interest with some jealousy. I don't believe
it can be expropriated or misappropriated.
That doesn't mean we would in any
sense weaken the effort to give specialized training to people concerned
with representing those in our society
who may need it and are traditionally
denied by our system's operation. I'm
talking about the so-called middle
class which is, as the public interest
program proposal noted, largely underrepresented if not unrepresented.
Law News: Let's talk about admissions. What role will the new admissions director play?
Prunty: The role defined by the faculty. I'm not going to try to paraphrase it here because I think we have
the most sophisticated and complicated admissions process of any law
school in the country and I applaud
that. The best I could do would be to
say that the admissions director will be
responsible for implementing the program and policies developed by the
faculty_
Law News: What role, if any, will the
new director play in developing policy?

Prunty: Any assumption of responsibility in that area will be welcome, but
Law News: You mentioned the feasiit will be funneled through the faculty.
bility of the public interest program is
This person will be charged with
under study by the ad hoc committee
changing or enlarging or expanding or
appointed by the faculty last year.
contracting the admissions policies of
Prunty: Yes. I think after action on
this institution. Those policies are very
the earlier program that caused so
carefully worked out and are not to be
much attention, the response to the
taken lightly.
proposal to insert Hastings into a conLaw News: Will students playa meansortium for a clearing house or some
ingful role in his or her selection?
other administrative functions, was to
Prunty: I've discussed this with some
appoint a committee to look at it.
students and I hope the answer to that
The charge of the committee,
is in the affirmative_ Students and stuspecifically. is to study that proposal,
dent organizations are not going to be
but my conversations with Professor
asked to vote on the hiring or the nonCunningham, the committee chairhiring of individuals_ But their input is
man, indicate that he's not in any
seriously and sincerely thought, and
sense rigid about what the subject
they kno.v that. I want their advice,
matter of his mandate really is.
their opinions, any information they
Law News: Do you think this commitmay have.
I have asked them to help us in the
tee will also study the possibility of instituting a public interest program
recruiting process for the job. They're
here at Hastings?
trying to provide us with a list of adPrunty: I think they will probably
dresses of organizations where we
might stimulate applicants, and whatlook at the entire question of the socalled public interest obligation of
ever they have to say about an appliHastings Law News

Dean Bert Prunty
cant will be heard with great care.
Law News: What is your reaction to
the student proposal that the new
director be appointed by a committee
vested by you with final hiring authority?
Prunty: We've discussed that ｢･ｦｯｲｾ＠
and I am going to discuss that again
this afternoon with students. The reaction is that I am not free to delegate
such responsibility. I don't see the
responsibility as being delegable.
Law News: Student associations involved in admissions fear with some
justification that the new admissions
director might in some way usurp student influence in admissions. How do
you respond to this?
Prunty: Well, usurp is a value judgement. It's an emotive word. Usurp
means "improperly take" and the
answer to that is negative. No one who
works for me is going to improperly
assume responsibility for anyone else.
Law News: Then how do _you envision
student participation in admissions
this year?
Prunty: I don't see it as essentially different from last year.

"We have the most sophisticated admissions
process in the nation, and
1 applaud that."
Law News: Are there any plans to
recruit more women to Hastings to
,-eflect women's percentage in the
general population?
Prunty: Hastings is now the second in
terms of the female population of the
student body_ I think we're second only to Northeastern in Boston which is
slightly over fifty per cent. We're
ahead of any other national law
schooL That doesn't mean we're there
yet, and I'm certainly aware of no
plans to retreat from our commitment
to minority and female students. So, I
guess if we keep the curve going it will
increase_ Perhaps our aspirations
should be a sexless recruitment policy.
Law News: What is the policy now
regarding entrance requirements
based on sex?
Prunty: There are no entrance requirements that apply to one sex and
don't apply to another. Because we
believe as an institution that women
are underrepresented in the professions generally and in economic and
professional life, we have made an effort to recruit women into law school
and into the profession. That effort
continues. That doesn't mean there
are entrance requirements that a male
must pass that a female need not pass.

In the next installment. Dean Prunty discusses increasing Jaculty influence over college policy. the results
oj the recent ABA accreditation report, and the administration's reaction
when students reJuse to enroll in
courses taught by proJessors whose
classes traditionally are underenrolled.
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Minding Your
Own.Business
By GREGG McCARTY

Two-year-old Manano Fraijo Mendez Esobedo So to was
a bit. footloose (left) at the Mexican Independen.ce Day'celebrauon Thursday held on the McAllister Street Patio.
Later, he enjoyed the festivities from a more comfortable
vantage point <right, with his mother, third-year student

Josephine Ojeda Soto). The well-attended event, co-sponsored by LA RAZA Law Students Association and ASH featured speakers, dancers, a seven-piece mariachi band and
free beer. Mexico established its independence from Spain
on September 16, 1810.

A brief respite.

Tubing: perfect for Indian Summer
By VICKI McCARTY-ENGLUND
(Note: This is the resurrection oj a column that appeared regularly in the
Law News two years ago . The author's
intention is to suggest aJJordable sojourns Jar the Hastings community;
but then again, we all know the destin ation oj a path paved with such good
intentions . ..
Few experiences offer more pleasure
than a San Francisco Indian Summer.
It is at this time of year that those of us
who have endured three months of
heckling from non-locals about our
summers being the coldest winters they
have ever felt can get smug about the
smog-free (with a favorable wind),
toasty days of September in the Bay
Area.
The rich are inspired on these
balmy days to venture forth to the
ocean aboard sleek sailboats. or to
motor up the Delta sportily trailing a
skier or two. But. as Fitzgerald once
observed. the rich are different from
you and me; they take to the cool wa ters in teak and varnished splendor
while we leap in with our tails in the
center of inflated tractor tubes.
Inner Tubing
Let others worry about tacking and
coming about. for bobbing down a river in an inner tube is one adventure
where the participant is encouraged to
be wanton and reckless with abandon.
On a proper course. the tuber bobs
like an overturned turtle that has cast
its fate to the current. occasionally
caroming off the bank and protruding
rocks in the protection of a giant rub ber bumper.
This is not to say that tubing is absolutely free of risks . The law now re quires that tubers wear life jackets.
and the fine is $25 for a violation. Still.
on the most recent expedition. in
which there were ten participants. the
most serious injury was a bruised knee
suffered when the author flipped over
and found herself kneeling on some
rocks. It should be added that approximately nine out of every ten tubers develop a small rash on the insides of the
upper arms from extended contact
with the black rubber.
Tubing is cheap. especially if your
car sips gas. because the greatest exSeptember 1979

pense usually is getting to the river.
For five dollars. the unaccoutred tuber
can buy the perfect tube - a large one
of truck or tractor size. Tubes are
available at a nearby tire store in the
vicinity of Howard and Ninth streets.
It is important that the prospective
tuber remembers that extra. small
tubes will be needed to float the requisite cooler of beer and tub of food.
Since it is too expensive to purchase
a life preserver for this trip. it is recommended that the tuber borrow one
from those fortunates who aren't currently using theirs on a waterskiing
trip.
Heavy -duty garbage bags seem to
withstand the stress of rapids and the
tumbling against occasional rocks.
and bundling non-bruisable food in a
couple of them will probably provide
enough protection to give the tuber a
50-50 chance of enjoying a dry sandwich when he or she beaches the craft
at lunchtime . Just secure the bundle in
the center of a small tube with some
string. and then tie a leash rope to the
tube so that it can be towed by some
generous volunteer in your group .
Choice Location
Cache Creek. past Vacaville on

Highway 16. proved to be a great river
course for both the novices and experi enced tubers in our group. The sky
was periwinkle and the heat was penetrating and dry; the tuber stays cool
enough by dragging her backside, feet
and. of course, beverages in the cool
water.
About ten minutes by car from the
beginning of the tubing course is a
small. old whItewashed grocery store
with a gas pump and air pump in
front. The proprietors seemed quite
calm about the many eager people
queueing at the air pump with de ·
flated tubes slung over their shoulders.
and you would probably have no problem if you filled your empties there,
too _ While waiting for your turn. take
a look at the bulletin board hanging
on the porch for hints on rIver conditions and possible tubing courses.
A two -hour drive in each direction
and a four-hour float (WIth lunch)
makes this tubing trip a good one-day
investment. You will return to the City
in time to watch the evening fog roll
in. and by the time you sit down to dinner. your sunburn will just be beginning to tingle
V,ck, McCarty-Englund is a Law
News Editor

Richard Cunningham. William Forrester and Raymond SullIvan) and one
student (Ms. Mercedes Moreno). Cunningham noted that the meeting was
called six days after the fmal commitBy John Lande
tee appointments were made .
The ad hoc Committee on Public
The committee will first consider
Interest Proposals met for the first
the clearinghouse and then the PILA
time on September 13. Committee
proposals. and may consider addiChair Professor Richard Cunningtional proposals as well. This commltham. said that the committee was
tee will have a broader mandate than
charged by the faculty at meetings on
last year's Curriculum Committee
April 6 and May 14 to "explore prowhich only considered academic
posals made by the Public Interest
issues. The ad hoc committee will also
Law Association." (PI LA) and to exconsider potential support services (in·
plore the proposed "Public Service
cluding scholarships. developing a
Clearinghouse and Resources Center."
course of study leading to a public inOver 150 students and community
terest credential. a speaker series and a
members held a silent vigil at the April
new law journal) and direct public sermeeting to express support for
vices to under-represented groups
establishment of a public interest proPILA members Susan Hartley. Eric
gram at Hastings.
Lieberman and Sam Krantz presented
The Committee is composed of four
an updated proposal whIch includes
faculty (Professors Barbara Caulfield.
recommendations for: (1) a communi·
Hastings Law News

Public Interest
Committee meets

You can get out from under the government's interest ceiling on your passbook account and participate in the
high returns currently available with
money market Instruments. At pres·
ent. these instruments yield between 9
and 10 percent.
If the argument of ever-decreasing
purchase power of the dollar never
quite prompted you to redirect your
low·earning pas book savings to more
profitable areas. perhaps introduction
to a most secure. liquid and com-e·
nient alternative will. \leet the money
market fund
.
As a typical prospectus would ex'
plain: a money market fund is a profeSSIOnally managed. no · load diversi·
fied. open-end investment company
whose objective is to maximize current
income. This means that vou can
deposit a minimum of sav(ngs and
have it pooled with the savings of other
enlightened individuals to purchase a
portfolio of highly -rated. short· term
debt obligations . By restricting invest·
ments to debt obligations such as gov ernment·secured treasury bills. bonds
of major corporations. U S. bank obligations and other similar high yield
instruments, which are all due to mature within one year. liquidity and security are emphasized . It should be as suring that these are the very Instruments in which banks invest their ex cess reserves.
Some potential investors may find
the typical $10.000 investment" unstandably prohibitive. UnlIke most
high return bank certificates , how ever, fund deposits are extremely liquid. and there is no penalty for early
withdrawal. Hence. borrowing money
to meet the inItial requirement can be
profitable.
Any part of the $10,000 may be
withdrawn on the business day follow·
ing your initial deposit while the remaining funds continue to earn the
high interest . Therefore . a long-distance call to Mom and Dad (during
the low·rate hours. of course) might
help get your investment under way:
They may decide to lend you the mon ey on Monday to open your account .
and then use the same cash to open
their own account on Tuesday.
In addition to satisfying the business
maxim that "diversification is best."
money market funds offer the advan tage of professional management.
Even the humble law students of small
means can know the security of having
a major trust company managing their
portfolios.
• sometimes as low as .$1.000 .

Gregg McCarty is an analyst JOT EF
Hutton Co _

ty legal services office staffed by
Hastings students under supervision of
practicing attorneys and/or facuity.
(2) establisment of six to ten public
interest sections in the Legal Writing
and Research Program. and (3) PILA
right of approval for teaching and
supervisory appointments .
No time schedule has been established for completion of the committee's work . Cunningham said that the
committee would meet as often as
necessary to complete is work efficiently. noting that "many students have
the correct or incorrect perception
that the faculty has been sitting on
this."
All committee meetings will be open
and noticed in advance. The next
meeting wiil be held on Thursday.
September 20 at 1:40 in room 219
John Lande is an edltoT oj the Law
News and a member oj PlLA.
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Comment and Op-inion

Did V.C. 'throw' the 'Bakke case?
By William Vela
The case that points out the need
for special admissions is Bakke vs.
Regents of University of California .
No, not the actual ruling in the case ,
but the circumstances surrounding the
litigation . Some people have expressed
serious doubt about the preparations
to defend the Affirmative Action Pro·
gram at the Davis Medical School.
One faculty member at Davis stated ,
"1 think they tried to win the case with
one hand tied behind their backs ." Dr.
Kumagai , a faculty administrator with
the special admissions program at the
Davis Medical School, stated , "They
didn't realize they couldn't win it off·
the-cuff. " Moreover, Dr. Kumagai
thought that at least one of the defense
lawyers was overtly opposed to affinnative action: "With friends like that,
who needs enemies?" (See The Bakke
Case, The Politics of Inequality, by
Joel Dreyfuss and Charles Lawrence.)
The NAACP, MALDEF (Mexican
American Legal Defense and Education Fund), and a number of other
minority legal organizations have filed
briefs requesting the Bakke case to be
remanded to the Supreme Court of
California for the purpose of clearing
up the trial record. The trial record?,
you may ask . Yes - the record of the
trial which has been called the "Massacre at Yolo County" shows that ｾｨ･＠
U.C .. attorneys omitted critical facts at
the crucial trial level in the Bakke
case, which would prove fatal to the
defense of the special admissions program.
Bakke's contention in the suit was
that the special admissions program at
Davis excluded nonminorities and precluded him from being admitted to
the Davis Medical School. Yet the
U.C. defense neglected to bring forth
any of the real reasons for Bakke's low
ratings in the admissions process, and

his failure to make the waiting lists .
For instance , the U .C . defense omitted
the fact that Allan Bakke had been
turned down by twelve other medical
schools; omitted also the most obvious
reason that he was denied entrance to
medical school : his age. (U .C.S .F. and
Stanford medical schools told Bakke
outright that he was denied admission
because of his age.) The U.C. defense
omitted the fact that there were white
applicants accepted at Davis with lower grades than Bakke, and that minority applicants were accepted through
the special admissions program with
higher grades than he.
Mr. Colven, Bakke's attorney, commenting on the perfonnance of the
lawyers for the University, stated,
"They were not taking the view of
hard-nosed litigators."
No Further Evidence on Appeal
The facts conceded at trial ambushed the special admissions program at U.C. Davis. The trial record
was set, and no other evidence regarding Bakke or the special admissions
'program could subsequ,.ently be admitted. After trial, both U.C . and Bakke
appealed, but appellate courts decide
issues of law, not of fact. With the
facts skewed and the trial record incomplete, it was no surprise that the
special admissions program at Davis
was declared unconstitutional on ap peal.
Most importantly, no minorities
took part in the University's defense of
the affinnative action program as attorneys in the litigation. Minorities the real parties in interest - were once
again sitting on the sidelines watching
while white men decided their futures.
No interest group in the 1970's would
stand for such litigation without repre sentation, but for minorities across the
nation the massacre at Yolo county
had already set the stage. Clearly, if
there were more minority attorneys,

such inequities as the Bakke "set up"
could not have easily occurred .
Bakke at Hastings: Affirmative
Action Admissions
Here, at Hastings, the Legal Education Opportunity Program (LOEP)
organizations presented their postBakke position on the LEOP admissions program at Hastings to the
Academic Senate and Practices Committee. The position paper, a fiftypage proposal, was presented in
March of this year, and was for the
most part accepted by the Committee.
Things went well for the LEOP program in the academic year 1978 - 79
until the May 4 faculty meeting. (We
students were in Finals.) Before I present the issue, note one thing: The attack this year on the LEO P program is
not as blatant as the removal of the
student vote in admissions, which
caused 75% of the student body to
boycott classes for four days when it
was attempted in 1978. The new challenge to LEOP is a subtle procedural
change in the admissions process
which could effectively accomplish the
same thing. As law students and lawyers, many of us know that a slight
change in procedure can change circumstances drastically.
On May 4th, the faculty voted to
change the procedure whereby LEOP
representatives arbitrate for LEOP applicants at the second review. (The
second review occurs when there is
disagreement between the student representative and the faculty representative on the applicant's admission.)
Prior to the May 4th change, a student
arbitrator would only arbitrate for
candidates under that student's LEOP
group - a RAZA arbitrator for RAZA
applicants, ALSA arbitrator for ALSA
candidates, etc. This enabled the student reviewer to become familiar with
one group of candidates, to intelligentl¥ evaluate their applications, and

thus prepare him/herself effectively
for a second review, should one become necessary . The change voted by
the faculty on May 4th is that a LEOP
student arbitrator must now arbitrate
for all LEOP applicants (ALSA,
BALSA, LA RAZA, NALSA, and
others disadvantaged.)
Second Review Arbitration
At this point, it is essential to know
that there are two faculty members
participating in the second review
(when you can find two faculty members to do a second review), each having one vote. Therefore, at second
review the faculty has two votes, the
student one (2 - 1).
Previously, when a RAZA arbitrator
arbitrated only for RAZA candidates,
he/she was familiar enough with the
applicant'S file that the second review
somewhat approached the fairness of
an arbitration between parties. However, now that the LEOP arbitrator
must arbitrate for all LEOP applicants, he/she must either be familiar
with all LEOP applicants' files (which
would be a full-time task - there are
between !l00-400 per year), or else arbitrate equally for all LEOP applicants. In practice, what occurs at
the (2- - I) second review is the following: Without the crucial preparation
that a LEOP arbitrator was once able
to bring to a second review, the student will now be easily out-arbitrated
by the two faculty votes. With the faculty again placing its emphasis on
quantitative (LSAT - GPA) factors,
the second review has become a situation as if there were no student arbitrator at alii
Therefore, the May 4 change is an
issue the student associations are beginning to address. As students of this
College, we must keep infonned of the
issue at hand, so that when the time
comes to reach a decision on the matter, we can do so knowledgeably.

Board O#('s student fee allocation
By DON HAMMAN
On September 7, the Hastings
Board of Directors met to make its annual election of officers, discuss the
annual reports and recommendations
of the various college administrators,
and allocate student fees .
The Board accepted Dean Peterson's recommended allocation of student fees, which was identical to the al locations for the 1978 - 1979 school
year except that the Board will no
longer eannark five dollars per student
for the Law News, leaving that money
in the ASH general fund . The
breakdown of the $44 fee paid by each
student was:
Law Journal
$10
Constitutional
Law Quarterly
8
COMM / ENT
4
International and
Comparative Law Review
4
ASH
6
LEOP Recruitment
($1 eannarked
for common fund)
!I
Special Events
2
Examination Materials
1
4
Child Care Center
Locker Fee
2
Total Fee from each student $44
Introduced to the Board were Academic Dean Bert Prunty , who takes
full responsibility for the academic
and instruction-related programs at
Hastings, and Linda Feinberg, recently hired as Director of Public Affairs .
Prior to entering executive session to
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discuss possible real estate transacbeen decreased from 1:!ll to 1:28. We
tions, the Board nonchalantly conhave approximately two years to bring
cluded its public business . The chairour student/faculty ratio down to
man and vice-chainnan were summar1 :24." The Chancellor/Dean's report
ly re-elected to their positions and
makes it clear that this problem is in
there was no discussion before electing
abeyance but cannot be forgotten.
to retain the current make-up of the
Part of the problem with the liexecutive committees. The Board also
brary, lack of sufficient seating, will be
adopted a resolution of appreciation
remedied upon completion of the new
honoring retired professors Verrall,
Academic/Library Facility, scheduled
Eldredge, Boyer and Hancock.
to be finished by July of 1980. HowThe annual report to the Board of
ever, the problem of too few books is
Directors from Dean Anderson, now
more serious. The report states that
Chancellor/ Dean Anderson , dealt
"we must institute a crash program for
with many areas of the school, includlibrary acquisition and hope that with
ing a brief review of the changes oca combination of public funding and
curing during his tenure at Hastings.
private funding, we can add approxOf prime importance was the report of
imately another 100,000 volumes to
the Accreditation Committee of the
our present 176,000 volume library."
Section of Legal Education and AdToward this end, a bill will be inmissions to the Bar of the American
troduced in the 1979 - 80 Legislature
Bar Association.
for an appropriation of $1,000,000
and the school will hope to generate
Hasting's Accreditation Threatened
another $1,000,000 from the capital
According to the Chancellor/Dean's
fund campaign .
report, the ABA Accreditation Com The problems of sabbatical funding
mittee found that Hastings failed to
and salaries apparently has been remmeet the accreditation requirements
edied. There has been an appropriain "several areas" including student/tion for sabbaticals and professors'
faculty ratio, library facilities and size,
salaries have been raised on the averfaculty salaries and sabbatical fund age approximately 16.5%. "Club 65"
ings.
members are now making $45,!l75 ;
In calculating the student/ faculty
ratio, the ABA does not include parttime or administrative faculty mem bers or directors of clinical programs,
ｾ＠
Legal Research and Writing, Moot
The headings for the two boxes
Court and LEOP programs. "With the
"Fun Facts" and "Did You Know
That" on page 4 of the August 20 ediaddition of three faculty positions in
tion were interchanged . The "Fun
the 1979 - 80 budget , and with the re duction of the entermg class from 525
Facts" box should have referred to
selected course enrollments, and the
to 467, the student/faculty ratio has
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full professors are paid $42,677; associate professors are paid $!I!I,440; and,
assistant professors are paid $28,500.
Upon being notified of the efforts to
rectify the shortcomings cited by the
ABA Accreditation Committee, that
committee reported that it was satisfied that the new policies will correct
the violations of the accreditation
standards.
Administration Reorganization
Effective this year, Dean Anderson
will become Chancellor/Dean of Hastings, reporting directly to the Board of
Directors and, as executive head of the
school. will have ultimate responsibility for all operations and planning. Working directly under the
Chancellor/Dean, and accepting
many of what were fonnerly his duties
is the Academic Dean. Bert Prunty,
fonnerly Dean of the Graduate Division of New York University Law
School, was hired to fill this position
for a tenn of three years on the recommendation of the Dean's Search
Committee . His responsibilities will include student services, instruction and
research, and admissions.
Don Hamman is an editor of the Law
News.

, d'
goo e .
"Did You Know That" box should
have headed the definitely "unfun"
statistics about under-representation
of low and middle-income people in
our legal system.
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Ruggers ready for some 'cerebral contact'
By Dana Drenkowski
"Be kind to animals - hug a rugger"
"It takes leather balls to play rugby"
Rugby - often called the cerebral
contact sport - starts in October as
the Hastings Rugby Club prepares
once again to represent Hastings on
the fields of friendly strife .
Each year, approximately 60 volunteers show up to man three teams for
games on Saturdays with clubs in the
Northern California League . These 60
players are students, alumni, and
friends of Hastings who join the club
to work off their frustrations and tensions, then engage in the inevitable so·
cial drinking and fun that follow every
rubgy game .
Curtiss Roybal , a veteran of Hast .
ings rubgy, states that everyone who
shows up for practice will receive play·
ing time in the games. The object is to
have fun while trying to win - and no
one questions that rugby players have
fun . In fact, many rugby players con ·
sider their game to be the greatest social fraternity of any sports, and carry
on an old English tradition of toasting
one's opponents, win or lose, for games
well played. For law students worried
about finals or the daily grind , rugby
offers relaxation, hard exercise, hard
play and friendship to alleviate the
pressures of school.
Also called the rowdy Sport for gen ·
tlemen (as opposed to soccer, the gentle sport for rowdies), rugby is the
game from which American football
evolved. Unlike American football ,
rugby players wear no protective gear,
yet suffer far fewer injuries than foot·
ball players, while playing with fewer
rules and restrictions .
The Hastings Rugby Club is looking
for new members to come out for the
teams - you don't have to worry
about being cut in this game . Up to
70% of the players each year on the
Hastings teams have no prior exper·
ience in rugby, but they are welcome
to come, see what it is about, and
practice for the games . Each Sat·
urday, three 15-person teams are field·
ed and whoever appears usually plays.
There are no benchwarmers in rugby.
As for spectators, they end up on the
sidelines with the teams during the
game as often as not, sharing the ever·
ready cask while cheering their favor ite players, team, or brewery.
The Hastings Rugby Club, while
playing in the Northern California
Rugby League, is actually an independent organization which plays other
clubs by invitation. Hastings' usual opponents include the San Francisco
Rugby Club, U.C. Berkeley, Stanford,
USF Law School (" Kendrick Hall") ,
Chico Rugby Club, University of Santa
Clara, and U.C . Davis, among others.

Typical Hastings lineout, as ball is tossed in from outof-bounds (photographer's location). Object is to gain posLast year, it finished with nine wins
and six losses; a fairly respectable re o
cord for amateurs.
But most of these amateurs take
their game seriously, even with the
fun . After all , the team plans to go on
tour nearly every year against the best
rugby teamsjn the world. After the '78
season, Hastings played in England
and Wales, and came back with a very
respectable win record . This summer,
the team hopes to tour New Zealand ,
taking on some of the best teams from
the other side of the world .
The Hastings Rugby Club , in keep·
ing with another old tradition, is spon·
soring a beer bust for all who want to
find out more about the game, either
as players or spectators. The Rugby
Club invites everyone to come and im-

session of the ball as in a tip-off in basketball, throwing it
to waiting backs, who will try to score a "touch."

bibe various quantities of malt·flavor·
ed beverages and discuss the finer
points of rugby with last year's players
while watching films of the game The
object of the beer bust is to kick off the
new season and introduce those unfa ·
miliar with the Sport and its rules to a
game faster· moving than soccer or
American football .
How Rugby is Played
Rugby is played In two separate
halves of 40 minutes each, with no
time·outs or stopping of the clock ex·
cept for the rare injuries . There is a 15
minute break between halves .
The object of the game is to take the
oblong-shaped leather ball past an opponent's goal line to score a try , worth
3 points. The ball is not down once

past the goal line until it has actually
touched to the ground . The kick from
the 25·yard line for 2 extra points is
done opposite the place the ball was
touched down, so It is important to get
it down as near the center of the goal
posts as possible to avoid extreme an ·
gles for extra pOint attempts (called, as
in football, conversions). It is also possible to dropkick the ball through the
uprights while in play for a score of
four points .
Each 5·person team is made up of
forwards (like linebackers in football)
and backs . However, unlike football ,
everyone on the field is expected to get
his hands on the ball at one time or
another. and the positions are flexible .
requiring all personnel to switch be·
(contmued on back page)

Intramural sports season to start soon
By CURTISS ROYBAL
Your participation is needed to
make Hastings Intra-Mural sports a
continuing success. A II students are
encouraged to take advantage of this
program, and student response has
traditionally been great. It is the participation of first·year students that as sures continued vitality for I. M.
sports.
Last year the I.M. program consisted of flag-football, basketball, and
softball. An effort to set up a tennis
tourney last spring was unsuccessful,
but any suggestions regarding another
such effort would be greatly appreciat·
ed.
The I.M. program provides Hastings students with an opportunity for
September 1979

ing the well-balanced Hawaiians in the
relaxation, exercise, and social con·
finals . 2C also took the championship
tacts with other students. Perhaps
most importantly, students achieve the
in basketball. 2C was therefore looking
above while temporarily pushing the
forward to an unprecedented sweep
when they defeated the formidable
pressures of acadamia away from their
immediate concern.
Section IB team In the softball semi·
The I.M . program, which began in
finals . However, the undefeated team
1964, is a spinoff from the venerable
from Section 2A resoundingly thwart ed 2C's attempt in the final game. The
Hastings Rugby Club. Teams are usu ·
ally formed from first -year sections
2A team parlayed a barrage of base
and they continue to play together in
hits and homeruns with phenomenal
their second and third year, but there
defensive play to capture the 1979 soft·
are no set rules to be followed in this
ball crown by a score of 13 . 4, thus
regard. For example, the Law Journal ,
avenging a controversial loss to 2C in
Comment and other organizations
football.
The games are not always as com·
usually field teams of their own .
petitive as the above situations would
Last year Section 2C captured the
suggest. Softball is usually divided into
football crown after squeaking by Sec·
two leagues; one league is reserved for ,
tion 2A in the semi·finals and defeat·
Hastings Law News

those who are out strictly for fun and
relaxation , The other league. how·
ever, considers itself to have a some·
what more serious atmosphere . This
division allows an opportunity to ac·
comodate the wide range of talents
and attitudes of those who participate
in I.M . sports.
All students. male and female. are
encouraged to take part in this program .
Inquiries and suggestions should be
directed to Curtiss Roybal (Locker
282) . Robert Frank (Locker 151) or
Roger Dryer

Curtiss Roybal is a member of the
Intra -Mural sports program
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Foltz v. Hastings, 100 years later
(colltmuedfrom page olle)
ulty were 26 % of the faculty readers
and wom en students were 53 % of stu dent readers .
In March, 1978 , students boycotted
classes to support the Legal Educa tional Opportunity Program (LEOP) ,
whose student vote in their admissions
program was being removed . The boyCOtt also protested the removal of students' votes from the regular admissions process . Before that time , both
LEOP and regular admissions students
had a vote in who would be admitted .
In March, 1979, in its post-Bakke
position paper, the LEO Program asserted as one of their proposals that:
"The level of student participation in
the regular admissions process should
be increased to correspond to the level
which exists in the LEOP process"
This position paper was largely
adopted by the Academic Standards
and Policy Committee , a student
faculty committee whose function is to
research and propose changes In
academic policies and make recommendations to the faculty .
The faculty, however, still have not
changed their position , as their May ,
1979 Admissions Policy Statement (approved by the Committee) still left stu dents in the regular admissions process
with no effective voice .
For all students , it means that we
have no effective vote In decisions
about one of the most basic areas of
our daily lives at Hastings ; who our fellow students will be , what kinds of
backgrounds and interests will be represented at the school, what kind of
lawyers will give the school its reputation .
Sexual Bias
Applications read by the faculty / student readers are evaluated according to subjective criteria based on

letters of recommendation , statement
of purpost , and work performance .
The way women 's abilities will be re
fleeted in their work records and letters of recommendation will be differ ent from m any male applicants' , because of sex discrimination in the job
market and the stereotypes still held by
many employers and college professors
that women are not suited for a legal
career.
In the job market, if a woman has
worked between college and applying
to law school, the chances are that she
has not been able to find a professional
or even semi-professional job, aside
from social work, nursing, or teach ing. Of the women in the work force in
March , 1978, nearly 80% were in clerical, sales , service, factory or plant
jobs .
It can be difficult for a woman who
has worked at a typical clerical job for
several years to get a letter of recom mendation from an employer which is
an adequate reflection of her ability .
Employers often project elitist notions
onto such workers that clerical work
does not require intelligence or that a
woman is only suitable for such work ,
not for work requiring " male
initiative" such as law . This sort of bias
might be reflected by the readers of
applications as well.
Women face problems on the job
unknown to men , such as sexual harrassment. Many women are forced to
quit their jobs due to sexual harrassment and take new jobs , making their
work histories appear discontinuous.
This problem is so serious that it has
been legally recognized as a form of
sex discrimination under the Civil
Rights Act of 1964.
If a woman has had children and
been out of the working world and has
not recently graduated from college , it

is very difficult to measure her abilities
by the traditional criteria of LSA 1',
GPA , and letters of recommendation ,
This is particularly ｴｲｵｾ＠
for those who
have been out of school for several
years , who are not used to taking tests
such as the LSA T and whose grades
appear lower due to grade inflation .
Due to a severe lack of adequate child
care facilities in this country, many
women are not able to return to school
or to work, and remain unable to prepare an application which would be
competitive with a traditional Law
school applicant's.
The attitudes of predominantly
male faculties have to be considered by
women undergraduate students who
are concerned with obtaining letters of
recommendation . Some do not approve of women pursuing a legal ca
reer and hold stereotypical notions
about a "woman's place .
Women faculty comprise about
23% of the total teaching faculties of
colleges and universities nationally .
However, this pecentage is mostly concentrated in faculties of 2-year institu tions. Thus , women students still re ceive undergraduate educations In
which their role models and evaluators
are overwhelmingly male . Although
male faculty can be sympathetic and
supportive of women students, women
do encounter discouragement , inadequate letters of recommendation and
lower grades.
Although the number of older women students at Hastings has increased
in the past few years, many working
women and women who have stayed
home to have a family could be excluded from consideration because of
the areas of possible discrimination
outlined above, if they decide to apply
at all. It should be apparent that the
admissions process must be run with

Fay Stender benefit is Sept. 21
On May 28 of this year Fay Stender
was roused from her sleep and shot six
times at close range for "betraying the
prison movement ." She lives and has a
clear mind , but her body is shattered .
The money necessary for her to regain
a semblance of mobility is far more
than her assets and insurance . All
prisoners we are In touch with are
shocked and concerned for her.
For seven years Fay worked as an attorney in an area rarely touched
before by any principle of law - America's state and federal prisons . In addi tion to her valiant, imaginative
defense of George Jackson , she did less
publicized but essential work . She was
instrumental in founding the Prison

Law Project. Though its doors have
been closed since 1974, marks made by
that office remain; examples are
lawsuits establishing the right of
prisoners to review their own central
files and to receive the journal of the
Prisoners Union. Fay assisted hundreds of prisoners in matters both
great and small , and wrote clear
descriptions for other attorneys of how
to do this new kil}d of law and what to
expect from administrative and
judicial officials when they tried .
When ｾｩｧｮｦ｣｡ｴ＠
numbers of people
again come to work toward changing
the conditions of confinement in
America's vast archipelago of "correctional institutions" (and such people
will appear) , they will be standing on

hoc shoulders.
In order to raise money for Fay and
to boost her spirits at a time when she
is surely weighing her work in the
balance , the firm of Smith, Snedeker
and Comisky and the Prisoners Union
are having a benefit for her on
September 21 beginning at 5:30.
Wine and cheese , etc. will be served, a
no -host bar will be available, the
Berkeley Street Ensemble will play
.Baroque music.
A minimum donatioh of $10 _00 is
asked . All monies received will be
donated to the Fay Stender Trust
Fund. Those unable to attend can
send money to the Trust Fund at the
following address: Bank of America ,
P.O. Box 7773, Berkeley, Ca. 94701.

Rugby offers 'cerebral contact'
(continued from page seven)
tween playing offense and defense,
and between forward and back. It is
here where the "cerebral effect" of
rugby comes in , as each member must
make decisions to run with the ball,
kick it , or throw it back to another
teammate, or to "serum ."
There are two major rules : The ball
cannot be passed forward (although it
can be kicked forward) - as in football , the carrier may only lateral it
back, and no player may touch the
ball if it was last touched by his team
behind him (offsides rule). In addition , there are no body blocks, body
tackles , nor clothesline tackles, thus
accou nting for rugby's record of fewer
injuries than footb all . In addition ,
pads are not worn - pads and helmets
in footb all are used as weapons and
thus accoun t for that sport's major injuries.
What in the World is a Scrum??
Sounding like some ancient AngloSaxon obscenity , scrum is the word apPage Eight

plied to a unique event In rugby .
Veteran Ed Todd will be the player.
Whenever the ball is loose and the two
coach again this year, and the presiopposing teams meet to tr:y to get it,
dent of the Rugby Club will be Kevin
anyone who falls on it is guilty of a
Lally. The Rugby Club's number one
penalty - anyone falling with the ball
photographer and chief booster is Proin his hands has to lateral it away or let
fessor John Whalen, whose excellent
go or suffer a penalty .
photos of the Rugby Club in action are
After any number of minor penalkept in the bookstore. Another super
ties or when the ball is actually stopbooster and driving spirit is Peg, at the
ped with players falling down over it, a
bookstore . Fund -raising is done
serum is formed . Opposing forward
through the auspices of the George E.
players form in ranks 3 across, locking
Osborne Memorial Fund .
arms around one another's shoulders,
To get more information, call Kevin
with two more ranks locking shoulders
Lally, president, at 661-9138 or John
and pushing from behind. The team
Heisse, 586-1464 for details. The first
pushes directly against the serum of
practice is tentatively scheduled for
the other team , literally trying to push
October 4 , at the Polo Fields in Goldthat team back to get over the ball ,
en Galc Park, the site of most of the
whch has been thrown into the center
Saturday morning and afternoon
of the scrum . The ball must be kicked
games.
back out of the scrum to one of the
If you are looking for fun, exercise,
backs who then scoops it up and play
sportsmanship and comraderie, the
resumes . An impromptu scrum, called
Rugby Club is looking for you .
a loose ruc , occurs over a loose ball
Dana Drenkowski is an editor of the
when there is no time to pick it up
Law News .
without being tackled.
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some st"nsitivity to the special kind of
problems women face economically
and socially to produce a truly representative cross· section of women la"
students in Hastings' classrooms ,
In a recent interview, Associate
Dean for Student Affairs Jane Petel'lOll
said that she didn't think there was any
need to consider setting a policy of t'l'
ing to increase the number of womell
students to match their proportion ill
the population at large. She said that
the numbers of women applying for
the past few years has remained steady
at about 36%, that she didn't see any
problem with this, and that there wu
no need to recruit women by trying to
reach those who might not ordinarily
think of applying to law school. She
stated, ''I'm not sure law is a field that
is particularly attractive to women; it
seems that women have so many more
options than men ." Thus, the Hastingl
administrator who has been directly
responsible for admissions seems to
have had little concern with possible
discrimination against women in the
admissions process.
Since women are faced with a range
of social and economic problems with
legal implications, such as rapf', em·
ployment discrimination, sexual har·
ｲ｡ｾｳｭ･ｮｴ
Ｌ＠ abortion , wife battery, les·
bian child custody rights , and divorce,
it is clear that women attorneys with
some understanding of these ISSUes
must be trained by law schools to ade·
quately serve women clients. While
some male faculty will be sympathetic
to this idea, women are more likely to
be able to select women applicants
who could fulfill this goal.
Students should be once again al·
lowed a full vote in the regular ad·
missions process. Based on the large
percentage of student readers who
have been women , probably reinstat·
ing the student vote would immediate·
Iy allow larger numbers of women to
be involved in the admissions process
as readers, since the majority of
women available to serve as readers
are students .

Theresa Daly is a member of the Clara
Foltz Women's Union .
Note: Dean Peterson is preparing a response to this article for the next edition of the Law News.

Ray Ocampo
(continuedfrom page one)
my background I think I'm up to
meeting whatever difficulties may
arise ."
He feels qualified for the position
because he is "well-aware of the problems facing LEOP students and their
communities.
"It's important that students have
someone in this position whom they
can trust. I think they will trust me."
A native of the Philippines, Ocampo is married and lives in the same
Albany apartment he lived in as a
third -year student at Boalt. He graduated from UCLA in 1973 with a
Political Science degree - a feat accomplished in three years. As with
most children of military personnel,
Ocampo moved about extensively be·
fore his family settled in California in
his pre-teens.
Ocampo's main goal as LEOP direc·
tor is "to make sure that all LEOP stu·
dents get through school." One problem faced by LEOP students, Ocampo
said , is a "feeling of alienation, thatthey are not welcome here ."
To help overcome this problem,
Ocampo arranged the first-ever orientation last summer for incoming
LEOP students. The orientation covered the whole gamut of the law school
experience, Ocampo said, and was
favorably received_
"I just wanted to show them that
somebody really cares about them,"
Ocampo said.
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